To See the Inability to See
To See the Inability to See are Martín La Roche Contreras, Arefeh Riahi
and Maartje Fliervoet. To See the Inability to See formed during Un/
folding Interventions, a project by Arefeh Riahi at the de Appel Archive
in 2019. Together we developed a form of collective triangular writing
on archives and issues of control and belonging. As part of Un/folding
Interventions we did a performative reading inside the de
Appel Archive.
Not long after, we started collaborating with de Appel to make the
backside of the first three issues of their newsletter the Remote
Archivist, focusing on power relations in archives and mechanisms
of exclusion. The newsletters were distributed by de Appel and
Metropolis M in 2020 and 2021.
Parallel to this collaboration, To See the Inability to See has worked with
Stroom Den Haag, looking into their archive for the 2020 Uncertainty
Seminar Care. Resulting in the performative reading of two triangular
book objects, we looked at the archive as an extreme and violent
form of care.
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The Remote Archivist

The Remote* Archivist is a recurring publication from the Archive of
de Appel that can also be accessed while the reader is physically distant,
or the archive is far away. The distance, and at the same time the fickle
proximity of digital platforms is now translated into the tangibility of
archivistic messages. On one side of the paper, you will find a record
from de Appel Archive; be it from years ago or just yesterday; after
all, how fast does an event turn into an archival record? Referring to
the leaflets of documentation that de Appel sent to its ‘followers’ in the
1970s, the Remote Archivist commemorates the joy of receiving printed
matter in the mailbox. The Remote Archivist will keep you informed
about what has taken place and what is yet to become history.
On the opposite side of the paper, archive visitors are given space to
cherish, celebrate and publish their findings. De Appel Archive is kept
alive with a gentle touch, ample attention, and remains ready to be
rediscovered, time and time again.
*absent, dreamy, far away, remote control, distant
Arefeh Riahi, Maartje Fliervoet and Martín La Roche Contreras have
been regular visitors and thorough researchers in the Archive since de
Appel moved to Broedplaats Lely. In 2017, during a collaboration with
Martín La Roche Contreras and Maartje Fliervoet (Manifold Books),
the term Remote Archivist came into being due to the archivist’s lack
of time. Two years later, during Arefeh Riahi’s archival project

“Un/folding Interventions”, the three makers met and formed “To
See the Inability to See”. Together they delved deeper into de Appel’s
Archive, connecting in their love for paper things – especially for the
“aliens”; the pieces that don’t belong anywhere. Their own collections,
memories, records and the meticulous determination leading to those
lucky finds, culminated in Outdated Compass. Here, non- archivable
and non-categorisable knowledge resonates in the now, but just a
bit too late and out of time!
This first series is made in collaboration with Manifold Books,
Amsterdam. With thanks to AFK.
Artists: Arefeh Riahi, Maartje Fliervoet and Martín La Roche Contreras,
Iman Issa Archivist: Nell Donkers Design: Bardhi Haliti
Print: Raddraaier SSP Publisher: de Appel
For information go to www.deappel.nl
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An archive is not necessarily a space but rather a state, in which one is afraid of change
and tries to have control over it. However no
archivist can control the constant changes of
the universe. Stopping it means to stop the
time, to freeze the content. But yet like the
example of the sealed bottle, the compatible
content may transmute (out of suffocation for
instance) into the incompatible. It may revolt,
by becoming rotten inside the sealed ‘protected’ space.
Let’s imagine the bottle unsealed, in a no
man’s point in the universe, far away from any
force of control. With no gravitational force for
instance, the bottle is floating in space and so
does the content. They move, embrace and
yet release each other. They are both container and component. In this dance the content
will always be outdated like an obsolete compass. For to have a herb infused olive oil, the
bottle needs to remain sealed for a ‘certain’
amount of time. But while the lid is unfolded,
it is always too late or early for the content to
become the perfect olive oil – always too late
or early to be a categorizable document. The
content is a message both inside and outside
the bottle, it belongs to none and to both. And
the concept of borders is no longer relevant.
Like notes of the paper silverfish, this message will be readable to those who develop an
ability to see their inability to see. Those who
take the risk of embracing the new and think
through many stories, not just the dominant
story of the ‘Hero’.

De Remote* Archivist, een terugkerende uitgave uit het de Appel
Archief, bereikt je ook als je afwezig
bent of het archief ver weg is. De
afstand en tegelijkertijd nabije
vluchtigheid van digitale platforms
worden vertaald naar tastbare
archivistische berichten.
Op een zijde vind je een archiefstuk
uit het de Appel Archief – van jaren
geleden of van gisteren – immers, hoe
snel verwordt een gebeurtenis tot
een archiefstuk. Refererend aan de
informatiebladen met documentatie
die de Appel in de 70-tiger jaren naar
haar “volgers” stuurde, herbeleven we
met de Remote Archivist de vreugde
van het ontvangen van drukwerk in
de brievenbus. De Remote Archivist
houdt u op de hoogte van hetgeen dat
plaatsvond of nog in de geschiedenis
geplaatst zal worden.
Op de andere zijde krijgen
archiefvorsers ruimte om hun
vondsten te koesteren, te vieren en
hun bevindingen te publiceren. Het
archief wordt in leven gehouden
door tedere aanraking, door het
middelpunt van aandacht te zijn en
kan keer op keer worden herduid.
*afwezig, dromerig, ver weg,
afstandsbediening, afgelegen

In deze tweede aflevering van de
eerste serie van drie afleveringen
vervolgt “To See the Inability to
See” het verhaal Outdated Compass.
Het stuurt de Remote Archivist in
alle richtingen, behalve het noorden,
en het zilvervisje doet zijn intrede in
het archief.
Arefeh Riahi, Maartje Fliervoet en
Martín La Roche Contreras zijn
geregelde bezoekers en gedegen
onderzoekers in het archief sinds
de Appel in Broedplaats Lely huist.
In 2017, tijdens een samenwerking
met Martín La Roche Contreras en
Maartje Fliervoet (Manifold Books)
is – wegens tijdgebrek van de
archivaris – de term Remote Archivist
ontstaan. Twee jaar later tijdens
het archiefproject van Arefeh Riahi
“Un/folding Interventions” hebben
de drie makers elkaar ontmoet en
vormden “To See the Inability to See”.
Samen gingen ze als vanzelfsprekend
dieper het archief van de Appel in,
verbonden in hun voorliefde voor
papieren zaken – vooral voor de
“aliens”, de stukken die nergens
inpassen. Hun eigen collecties,
herinneringen, kennisdossiers en
de minutieuze determinatie van de
trouvailles mondde uit in Outdated
Compass. Hier wordt de richting een
bewegwijzering om niet-archiveerbare
en niet-categoriseerbare kennis te
laten resoneren in het nu, maar net te
laat en uit de maat!
Deze eerste serie wordt gemaakt in
samenwerking met Manifold Books,
Amsterdam, met dank aan het AFK.
Archivaris: Nell Donkers
Ontwerp: Bardhi Haliti
Uitgever: de Appel
Meer informatie:
archive@deappel.nl
www.deappel.nl
The Remote Archivist, 2021
Serie 01 ○ Nummer 2 van 3

in a new language it is writing
it leaves traces on pages it stirs
with an appetite for chewing words

⬖ Our ‘bottle in the message’ will travel in the bag
of a post-wo(man), will cross borders, to arrive in
another space, hopefully yours. It carries fragments
of The Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction (1986) by Ursula
K. Le Guin. Here she proposes a new definition for
the origin of technology as a cultural carrier bag; a
bottle, a container, a box, instead of a weapon of
domination. She then takes us to Virginia Woolf’s
notebook, in which she was planning a glossary for
her essay Three Guineas. Woolf had thought of reinventing English based upon a new plan: “One of
the entries in Woolf’s glossary is heroism, defined
as “botulism.” And hero, in Woolf’s dictionary, is
“bottle.” The hero as a bottle, a stringent reevaluation. I now propose the bottle as hero.”
Botulism is a potentially fatal illness caused by
Clostridium botulinum bacteria. They are common
in both water and soil, like amphibians, and are not
toxic unless exposed to low levels of oxygen whereupon they can’t breathe. The disease botulism begins with muscle weakness and blurred vision. The
victim loses the ability to see the inability to see.
A condition in which botulism could occur is
when food is preserved in a closed container. For example in a bottle of herb-infused olive oil. Similarly,
the archive in which we preserve knowledge, can be
seen as a container. Around this container, there are
always forces of control aiming to define the archive
intact, and keep it behind closed doors.
The Remote Archivist, 2020
Series 01 ○ Issue 1 of 3

⬖ With the possibility of the archivist being
distanced from the archive, there is more potential for the paper silverfish to explore this
habitat. The traces it leaves could be seen as
a non-categorizable knowledge, to which the
archivist is simultaneously an alien. Besides
becoming a radical insider, she thus also becomes an outsider to this constantly changing material and space: both hôte and hôte.
Together the archivist (if we can still call her so)
and the paper silverfish have become radical
outsiders.

is a small, wingless ‘dragon’ alive
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The words wake up in a hole,
In a dream or from a dream, they never find out
Homogeneous they find themselves
For it is dark and quiet
Unseen and unspoken, the words are gravid with
…....
For information and contact:
archive@deappel.nl
www.deappel.nl

◪ In these quarantine days everything has
turned upside down. I felt like suddenly a time/
space for pastimes opened up. I started to
review my interest in crosswords and to reproduce these shapes by drawing them. I wanted
to use my hands and eyes to understand the
patterns better. Through this process I realized something that was rather obvious: the
shaded squares are the spaces left when the
words are written. Where there is no letter, a
shaded or colored square is bordered or filled.
These squares are the void in each crossword,
they bring emptiness to the ‘pastime section’
of every newspaper. They have a crucial role,
that is to organize the game: a visual void that
is actually shaped by the presence of absence.

⬖ Behind the closed doors of the archive
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weren’t we already alien then?

*absent, dreamy, far away, remote
control, distant

This first series is made in
collaboration with Manifold Books,
Amsterdam. With thanks to AFK.

in which we became alien to ourselves

On the opposite side of the paper,
archive visitors are given space to
cherish, celebrate and publish their
findings. De Appel Archive is kept
alive with a gentle touch, ample
attention, and remains ready to be
rediscovered, time and time again.

thought the paper silverfish

On one side of the paper, you will find
a record from de Appel Archive; be
it from years ago or just yesterday;
after all, how fast does an event turn
into an archival record? Referring
to the leaflets of documentation
that de Appel sent to its ‘followers’
in the 1970s, the Remote Archivist
commemorates the joy of receiving
printed matter in the mailbox. The
Remote Archivist will keep you
informed about what has taken place
and what is yet to become history.

In this first series of three episodes,
Arefeh Riahi, Maartje Fliervoet and
Martín La Roche Contreras have
been invited to take care of one side
of the paper. They have been regular
visitors and thorough researchers in
the Archive since de Appel moved
to Broedplaats Lely. In 2017, during a
collaboration with Martín La Roche
Contreras and Maartje Fliervoet
(Manifold Books), the term Remote
Archivist came into being due to the
archivist’s lack of time. Two years
later, during Arefeh Riahi’s archival
project “Un/folding Interventions”,
the three makers met and formed
“To See the Inability to See”.
Together they delved deeper into de
Appel’s Archive, connecting in their
love for paper things – especially
for the “aliens”; the pieces that
don’t belong anywhere. Their own
collections, memories, records and
the meticulous determination leading
to those lucky finds, culminated in
Outdated Compass. Here, nonarchivable and non-categorisable
knowledge resonates in the now, but
just a bit too late and out of time!

or this … is no longer an archive

The Remote* Archivist is a recurring
publication from the Archive of de
Appel that can also be accessed while
the reader is physically distant, or the
archive is far away. The distance, and
at the same time the fickle proximity
of digital platforms is now translated
into the tangibility of archivistic
messages.

At the threshold of the Carrier Bag there is a
paper silverfish, a ‘supposed’ archive parasite.
It may decide to dwell in the universe, that bag
of stars, or enter the envelope, that bag of
words. The envelope offers large quantities of
story lines and food, to be shared with friends
and family. But the paper silverfish knows that
in the envelope its feast may be interrupted
by the archivist or the tenant/homeowner who
may each want it out with the trash – for they
usually want to continue consuming words
with their brains without being perturbed by
the silverfish’ holes.
The French hôte means both host and
guest, as Michel Serres writes in The Parasite
(1982). Following this idea, the paper silverfish
could be both insider and outsider, host and
guest (hôte à hôte), yet most humans continue
to make disastrous decisions for it and try to
keep it out of their libraries.
But now, during this crisis, the archivist
has become remote, so she has had to let go
of control and allowed the paper silverfish to
remain in. She soon finds out that its eating
habits reveal a new understanding and organisation of text and image – particularly in the
connection it creates between the front and
the back part of each single page. Suddenly
archive and paper silverfish become fully compatible, the system becomes circular and garbage goes around and around. The traces left
by one become food for the brain of the other.
Together, the paper silverfish and the remote
archivist have become radical insiders.

yet it carries a reminder of previous times

or I am archived

THE REMOTE* ARCHIVIST

◐ Dear reader,

It no longer points to the magnetic north

I am either only archiving

◪ Extinguish is one of the hints in the quick
crossword Nr. 13.692 from my collection.
/ cause (a fire or light) to cease to burn or shine.
put an end to; destroy.
subdue or reduce (someone) to silence. /

keep balance from the vessel’s movement. The figure
of the prehistoric Ginkgo arose as an example of ongoingness and memory. The red thread that survives even
when there is an extreme destruction, like that of the
atomic bomb. After Hiroshima’s fire was extinguished
among the ruins, six Ginkgo trees remained alive. One
of them was located next to a totally destroyed temple.
When the survivors decided to rebuild the temple, they
made it surround the tree. Perhaps the skill of surviving in an ancient low oxygen atmosphere allowed it to
overcome the oxidation brought by the atomic radiation.

To draw and clinch your soul for once
inseparably with mine,
Then travel on.

—Out from Behind This Mask, Walt Whitman (1855).

◐ An outdated compass proposes a different perspective towards space and time. As outsiders
of the institution, we were invited to work in de
Appel’s archive where we decided to engage with
its discarded documents. While digging through its
collection we noticed we were activating the archive
as an outdated compass that navigated us back
to some understanding of our present moment.
One of the things we found was a discarded press
release accompanying de Appel exhibition Fluiten
in het Donker (2011) that quoted a ‘Beckettian impression’ which origin we haven’t been able to trace
yet: to see the inability to see.

⬖ If they’re not afraid of me

Welcome to our Boussole Désuète (Outdated Compass). It comes from a calligraphic sketch used in
That Seeing and Looking at Oneself or The Elephant
in the Seminar (1977) by Fernand Deligny. This figure
functions like a map for seeing beyond a threshold: from Us (Nous) towards us (nous). The text is
about the issue of one group dominating another,
alienating them. For example: men have decided
for and done terrible things to elephants, just as
they have for youngsters diagnosed with ‘autism’
– Fernand’s lifelong engagement as an educator
and youth worker.
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In the archive I looked for books with particular content
that could relate to extinguish. I found one book called
de Appel by Marga van Mechelen. On pages 342 and
343 it describes an installation piece by Maria Nordman
called Tjoba from 1982.
With de Appel support she transformed a ship
into a traveling exhibition. She went from one harbour
city to another, bringing the exhibition to every port she
docked. Two photos of a small Ginkgo tree particularly
caught my attention. The tree was contained inside the
ship, suspended in a metal construction that seemed to

To See the Inability to See (Arefeh Riahi, Martín La Roche Contreras & Maartje Fliervoet)
as part of The Remote Archivist #1-3. 2020-2021. A2 newsletter with the de Appel Archive,
total edition of 3. Design/photography: Bardhi Haliti. Artist contributions: Willem de Rooij,
Jürgen Klauke, Iman Issa, Arefeh Riahi, Maartje Fliervoet, Martín La Roche Contreras.
Archivist: Nell Donkers. Publisher: Stichting de Appel.

Meer informatie:
archive@deappel.nl
www.deappel.nl

⬖ New is an alien
That which we don’t see
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The invitation card accompanying de Appel
exhibition Fluiten in het Donker (2011) reads:
You whistle – and ask, am I alone in here?

Archivist

Deze eerste serie wordt gemaakt in
samenwerking met Manifold Books,
Amsterdam, met dank aan het AFK.
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‘a potential emptiness’ as a verbalization

Op de andere zijde krijgen
archiefvorsers ruimte om hun
vondsten te koesteren, te vieren en
hun bevindingen te publiceren. Het
archief wordt in leven gehouden
door tedere aanraking, door het
middelpunt van aandacht te zijn en
kan keer op keer worden herduid.

more empty will become that dot
the

e

Op een zijde vind je een archiefstuk
uit het de Appel Archief – van jaren
geleden of van gisteren – immers, hoe
snel verwordt een gebeurtenis tot
een archiefstuk. Refererend aan de
informatiebladen met documentatie
die de Appel in de 70-tiger jaren naar
haar “volgers” stuurde, herbeleven we
met de Remote archivist de vreugde
van het ontvangen van drukwerk in
de brievenbus. De Remote archivist
houdt u op de hoogte van hetgeen dat
plaatsvond of nog in de geschiedenis
geplaatst zal worden.

In deze eerste serie van drie
afleveringen zijn Arefeh Riahi,
Maartje Fliervoet en Martín La Roche
Contreras uitgenodigd om een
zijde voor hun rekening te nemen.
Ze zijn sinds de Appel in Lely huist
geregelde bezoekers en gedegen
onderzoekers in het archief. In
2017, tijdens een samenwerking
met Martín La Roche Contreras en
Maartje Fliervoet (Manifold Books)
is – wegens tijdgebrek van de
archivaris – de term Remote Archivist
ontstaan. Twee jaar later tijdens
het archiefproject van Arefeh Riahi
“Un/folding Interventions” hebben
de drie makers elkaar ontmoet en
vormden “To See the Inability to See”.
Samen gingen ze als vanzelfsprekend
dieper het archief van de Appel in,
verbonden in hun voorliefde voor
papieren zaken – vooral voor de
“aliens”, de stukken die nergens
inpassen. Hun eigen collecties,
herinneringen, kennisdossiers en
de minutieuze determinatie van de
trouvailles mondde uit in Outdated
Compass. Hier wordt de richting een
bewegwijzering om niet-archiveerbare
en niet-categoriseerbare kennis te
laten resoneren in het nu, maar net te
laat en uit de maat!

◪ Followed by an invitation of Calipso Press,
I proposed to reorganize the library of Lugar a
Dudas in Cali, using the hints of a crossword
in relation to their book collection. I printed
a series of posters to share the connections
that I was making. I personally typesetted all
the posters, letter by letter, in a local workshop called La Linterna. They allowed me to
work with their lead letters and wooden clichés
that were carved during forty years of them
doing street posters. That morning I wrote in
big letters: DE APPEL referring to Marga van
Mechelen’s book. In the evening, on my way
back home, in the middle of a street in Cali I saw
this familiar face that approached me: “Wat
doe jíj hier?” Said she in Dutch. I looked back
very surprised and asked: “Wat doe jíj hier?”
She was Nell Donkers, who I knew from
the de Appel Archive in Amsterdam. A little
bit confused, I told her about the word that I
printed that morning that reminded me of her.
This encounter led to an invitation that we
didn’t see coming.

It is like a hole for imagination

De Remote* Archivist, een terugkerende uitgave uit het de Appel
Archief, bereikt je ook als je afwezig
bent of het archief ver weg is. De
afstand en tegelijkertijd nabije
vluchtigheid van digitale platforms
worden vertaald naar tastbare
archivistische berichten.

The

but could be seen as an obsolete compass

Remote

DE REMOTE* ARCHIVIST
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◐ While rereading The Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction
one of us remarked how collecting food has become an activity that makes us so painfully aware
of the situation we have gotten ourselves into.
According to Ursula collecting oats, nuts, leaves,
roots and the like predated the killing of large mammals. Our first tool, one that brings energy home,
is the bag or recipient; a real hero. With the hunt
came the idea of the male hero and his stories
of killing. The novel, however, is a fundamentally
unheroic kind of story. To Ursula the novel is “...
like a sack, a bag. A book holds words, words hold
things. They bear meanings.” Novels have ordinary
people in them because heroes look bad in a bag
and need a pedestal, she writes.
If a book holds words that hold things bearing
meaning, then so does this letter. This is emphasised by the envelope floating in the universe: a
simple bag holding these things together. Once
outside of the envelope and inside the safe space
of your homes and personal archives, these words
may end up being dismissed into the waste-bin:
an unheroic archive of its own. As biologist Lyn
Margulis once said: “Garbage doesn’t go out, it
goes around and around!”

◪ Our own perspective can’t be put on hold

The

Today I trespassed the threshold of my library. In
the past seventeen years I didn’t go in there, not
even once.
[…]
Silence. Silence, yes… Soon my ears, getting used
to it, perceived a mild, very mild rumor, a crushing
slight rumor, almost microscopic, but relentless.
I figured out immediately what was going on.
Those bibliophile small insects, […], those little
bugs that make their bread of the abandoned libraries, they were nurturing themselves with the words
that had been silenced by a thousand authors and
captured in my bookshelf for me, so each time that
the devil would incite me I would take the words
out of their mutism and make them talk back to
my ears.
I took Lautréamont’s book, I opened and examined it. It had been attacked just by one bug, only
by one. Besides that, its corpse was on the table,
two inches away. Desolated corpse on the plane,
unburied corpse upon the dust. Here is the work
that it had realized when life animated it:
It had started by opening a hole on the back cover
of the book, just in front of the place used by the
last letter of the last word of the last line from the
last song. The song ended saying:
It is not less true that the crescent-shaped drapery no longer shows the expression of its final
symmetry in the quaternary number: go there
yourselves if you don’t want to believe me.
Well, the little beast had perforated the “e” of “me”.
After that it had continued its slow and laborious
work […]

– A Year, Juan Emar (1935)
Translation: T.S.t.I.t.S.

THE REMOTE ARCHIVIST
The Remote* Archivist is a recurring
publication from the Archive of de
Appel that can also be accessed while
the reader is physically distant, or the
archive is far away. The distance, and
at the same time the fickle proximity
of digital platforms is now translated
into the tangibility of archivistic
messages.
On one side of the paper, you will find
a record from de Appel Archive; be
it from years ago or just yesterday;
after all, how fast does an event turn
into an archival record? Referring
to the leaflets of documentation
that de Appel sent to its ‘followers’
in the 1970s, the Remote Archivist
commemorates the joy of receiving
printed matter in the mailbox. The
Remote Archivist will keep you
informed about what has taken place
and what is yet to become history.
On the opposite side of the paper,
archive visitors are given space to
cherish, celebrate and publish their
findings. De Appel Archive is kept
alive with a gentle touch, ample
attention, and remains ready to be
rediscovered, time and time again.
*absent, dreamy, far away, remote
control, distant

In this second episode of the first
series of three, “To See the Inability
to See” continues the story Outdated
Compass. It sends the Remote
Archivist in all directions, except
north, and the silverfish makes its
appearance in the archive.
Arefeh Riahi, Maartje Fliervoet en
Martín La Roche Contreras have
been regular visitors and thorough
researchers in the Archive since de
Appel moved to Broedplaats Lely.
In 2017, during a collaboration with
Martín La Roche Contreras and
Maartje Fliervoet (Manifold Books),
the term Remote Archivist came into
being due to the archivist’s lack of
time. Two years later, during Arefeh
Riahi’s archival project “Un/folding
Interventions”, the three makers met
and formed “To See the Inability to
See”. Together they delved deeper
into de Appel’s Archive, connecting in
their love for paper things – especially
for the “aliens”; the pieces that
don’t belong anywhere. Their own
collections, memories, records and
the meticulous determination leading
to those lucky finds, culminated in
Outdated Compass. Here, nonarchivable and non-categorisable
knowledge resonates in the now, but
just a bit too late and out of time!
This first series is made in
collaboration with Manifold Books,
Amsterdam. With thanks to AFK.
Archivist: Nell Donkers
Design: Bardhi Haliti
Publisher: de Appel
For information and contact:
archive@deappel.nl
www.deappel.nl
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◪ A common way to alienate someone is to put
them in prison without a clear accusation. A friend
of mine, who was imprisoned in Istanbul without
explanation, told me that in prison the cells had
little windows that looked out onto a patio where
all the prisoners went to take some air. Since everyone could see through those windows, each
detainee invented special techniques to separate
themselves from their fellow prisoners’ gazes.
One woman covered her window with toothpaste.
Someone else wove a small piece of fabric and
used it as a curtain. But there was a Russian lady
with a lifelong sentence who opted for something
else: she collected crosswords from newspaper
fragments and glued them next to each other to
fill the surface of the window. This arrangement
served a twofold purpose; it blocked the view from
outside while it was still possible for the lady to fill
in the blank spots. Because all the puzzles were
written in Cyrillic it became a secret space only she
could access. This setting made my friend think of
my crossword collection.

◐ Archive is part of our psyche. It could function
like an Outdated Compass – a map for seeing beyond a threshold – however most of them are like a
sealed bottle. To Shahram Khosravi, who describes
himself as a "former taxi driver and currently an accidental Professor of Anthropology at Stockholm
University", the effects of “bordering practices”
used by states lead to some bodies being forced
to become borders. In his book Precarious Lives:
Waiting and Hope in Iran he writes: “The question is
not what or where the border is, but who the border
is.” To escape the hierarchic western relationship
between guest and host, and to resist becoming
a border, one should give up the idea of home. In
this way everyone can be at home and everyone
can participate, he says. Likewise, we should give
up the idea of archive as a bordering practice.

DE REMOTE ARCHIVIST
De Remote* Archivist, een terugkerende uitgave uit het de Appel
Archief, bereikt je ook als je afwezig
bent of het archief ver weg is. De
afstand en tegelijkertijd nabije
vluchtigheid van digitale platforms
worden vertaald naar tastbare
archivistische berichten.
Op een zijde vind je een archiefstuk
uit het de Appel Archief – van jaren
geleden of van gisteren – immers, hoe
snel verwordt een gebeurtenis tot
een archiefstuk. Refererend aan de
informatiebladen met documentatie
die de Appel in de 70-tiger jaren naar
haar “volgers” stuurde, herbeleven we
met de Remote Archivist de vreugde
van het ontvangen van drukwerk in
de brievenbus. De Remote Archivist
houdt u op de hoogte van hetgeen dat
plaatsvond of nog in de geschiedenis
geplaatst zal worden.
Op de andere zijde krijgen
archiefvorsers ruimte om hun
vondsten te koesteren, te vieren en
hun bevindingen te publiceren. Het
archief wordt in leven gehouden
door tedere aanraking, door het
middelpunt van aandacht te zijn en
kan keer op keer worden herduid.
*afwezig, dromerig, ver weg,
afstandsbediening, afgelegen

⬖ The phantom archive in Ramallah creates a situation in which the border between ‘private’ and
‘public’ is being distorted. Through entrusting the
public space with their secrets, people regained
some control over the city. While being alienated
they also became the archivists of this place and
turned it private to some extent. The state is deprived from being the only archivist.
To develop secrets publicly, could mean not having anything but secrets, and therefore not having
any secrets at all. It is like developing the habit of
constantly generating new ‘habits’. To be in a constant and ghostly motion between the position of
the archivist and the paper silverfish. Perhaps the
botulism of Woolf’s hero, or the heroism of Le Guin’s
bottle is in being like an outdated container. To be
both container and component like the unsealed
bottle and the olive oil floating together in the universe. When the ‘archive’ is in flux, miscellaneous
and strange is its narrative. It is contained by and
contains nothing and no one, and yet simultaneously is embraced by and embraces everything and
everyone. As Nicholas Royle paraphrased Derrida,
there is always ‘a box in the box’ [...] and ‘a box outside the box’.

We would like to thank our young anarchivists Lorenz Birkholz and Radin van As
for their contribution to our letters.
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◪ At 8pm. on the 22nd. June 1977 the V.E.C. will,
systematically, destroy the documents accumulated from one year of bureaucratic operations in the
Mail Art Movement.” This text that is the invitation
to a performance by Rod Summers at de Appel, is
another example of a disposed archive. In just a few
minutes time, the artist shredded apart the whole
V.E.C. mail art collection of that year. Almost like
a brain that has a stroke and loses certain areas
of functioning, a one-year lagoon was generated in the archive. This was done as part of an art
process that destroyed something physically to
create a space for potentiality. Ironically, this is the
only artwork that I can remember after a month of
studying at de Appel Archive in 2015.
Even though memory processes are so important to our way of being in the world, sometimes it is
being taken for granted. To remember one's name,
the day of the week or the year, what you are doing
in the afternoon and many other seemingly trivial
things, are actually basic coordinates for navigating
a life with others. In severe cases of amnesia the
body of the patient often remains functional but
when it comes to their long term memory they are
completely disoriented and purposeless.
This reminds me of an ayahuasca ceremony that
I attended in the jungle near Iquitos in Peru. During
this experience, some monkeys told me with signals
that we were going to a place where my – pointing
towards my head – was not going. I agreed, and we
went somewhere. After some time passed I knew I
had experienced something through my body, but
couldn’t remember anything in my mind. And then
it hit me: “that is what memory is all about!”

○

One day, advertisements on how to get rid of paper
silverfish started to appear on our phones. Siri and
the algorithms were eavesdropping our Whatsapp
conversations and they decided that we must be
terribly bothered by a paper silverfish plague and
wanted to help out.
Years ago, I visited the “Runde Ecke” Memorial
Museum in Leipzig, the former district headquarters
of the secret services in GDR times. This museum
had been founded by citizens, post-Wende. They
took over the building and transformed the Stasi
archive into a new archive: a museum archiving
the State’s repression. The museum displayed
some very interesting documents and objects on
eavesdropping. One object I liked in particular was
called Wanze im Holzelement, which would translate to something like Bug in Wooden Element. It
was a wooden triangular piece to enforce a table
construction. It looked like it had been made out
of massive wood, but it could be opened and contained a lo-fi listening device. In this object, the bug
became an embodiment of the State – an alien
in the people’s museum – trespassing citizen’s
homes to listen in. So the term ‘alien’ no longer
just refers to those rebelling against the State, but
here I use it to name a device of the State itself
entering its citizens’ minds. If the archive is a state
(of control), the archive is equally a State. Here us
is encapsulated by Us: one container contained
by another.
The box or container only functions as such in
its context, that which it is contained by: a bigger
box. Think of public and private spheres and smartphones, for example. Smartphones can be seen as
Corporatocracy’s bugs, infiltrating the archives of
our personal lives to submit them to S/states of
control. We have allowed all of our stories – including the one on the recipient – to become part of
the story of the Hero, as Ursula K. Le Guin writes.
The archives of our personal lives are now pressed
into ‘smart’ containers, those used for the Heroic
hunt for stories, as eavesdropping is also a hunt
for tales. In telling us what we need (a product to
get rid of paper silverfish), even if we do not want
it, these bugs enter our thoughts and force new
meaning and desire upon us. These aliens aim to
alienate us from ourselves.

“To See the Inability to See”
heeft in deze driedelige serie op
verhalen gejaagd, verwijzingen in
bewaring genomen en een reeks
gebeurtenissen samenhangend
gemaakt. In deze laatste
aflevering worden de vertellingen
weer vrijgelaten in het archief.
De archivaris heeft een nieuw
instrument; een werkend kompas
met een geheel rode naald.

refeh Riah
i

◐ Dear reader,

⬖ ‘The bug in the wooden element’ reminded me
of a little wooden locket that looked like a beetle. It
was in fact a little box, a bug as a container. It could
be opened by turning the wings of the beetle to the
sides. I imagine in this box, one carries something
important, like a token of a beloved, or a secret.
Every container could potentially contain a secret. Where there is control, like in the archive, there
has to be secrets too. The more control, the more
secrets will be generated. As the tension goes high
the controller and the subject of control even penetrate into each other’s spheres. Like when secret
services eavesdrop citizens’ private spaces. In the
private archive of our phones, we are supposed
to be the archivist. Yet we ourselves are archived
through it. Our ‘bug locket’ is already bugged and
the hosts decided what ‘secrets’ we should keep.
But if some ‘ears’ secretly penetrated our private
space, doesn’t this mean that inside our space they
are equally contained by us?
Another aspect of this penetration could be
when citizens’ secrets are hidden in the public
sphere. In her essay The Phantom Archive, Lara
Khalidi – a former participant of de Appel Curatorial
Programme – describes the myth of such a secret
archive all over the city of Ramallah. “It is said that
buried in the backyards and walls of the buildings lies an archive of political pamphlets”. The
pamphlets were instructions for civil disobedience
actions during the First Intifada. To secretly distribute them was a perilous process. Those copies
that could not be dispensed had to be hidden, as
keeping them inside houses was too dangerous.
Even burning them could attract the attention of
the authorities. So the extra copies were buried in
deep holes in backyards, or inside wet concrete
walls of buildings under construction. “Therefore
the only way to dispose of the archive was to make
an archive”, Lara Khalidi concludes.

○A
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Arefeh Riahi, Maartje Fliervoet en
Martín La Roche Contreras zijn
geregelde bezoekers en gedegen
onderzoekers in het archief sinds
de Appel in Broedplaats Lely huist.
In 2017, tijdens een samenwerking
met Martín La Roche Contreras en
Maartje Fliervoet (Manifold Books)
is – wegens tijdgebrek van de
archivaris – de term Remote Archivist
ontstaan. Twee jaar later tijdens
het archiefproject van Arefeh Riahi
“Un/folding Interventions” hebben
de drie makers elkaar ontmoet en
vormden “To See the Inability to See”.
Samen gingen ze als vanzelfsprekend
dieper het archief van de Appel in,
verbonden in hun voorliefde voor
papieren zaken – vooral voor de
“aliens”, de stukken die nergens
inpassen. Hun eigen collecties,
herinneringen, kennisdossiers en
de minutieuze determinatie van de
trouvailles mondde uit in Outdated
Compass. Hier wordt de richting een
bewegwijzering om niet-archiveerbare
en niet-categoriseerbare kennis te
laten resoneren in het nu, maar net te
laat en uit de maat!
Deze eerste serie wordt gemaakt in
samenwerking met Manifold Books,
Amsterdam, met dank aan het AFK.
Kunstenaars: Arefeh Riahi, Maartje
Fliervoet and Martín La Roche
Contreras, Iman Issa
Archivaris: Nell Donkers
Ontwerp: Bardhi Haliti
Druk: Raddraaier SSP
Uitgever: de Appel
Voor een abonnement op de komende
series en informatie ga naar
www.deappel.nl
The Remote Archivist, 2021
Serie 01 ○ Nummer 3 van 3

THE REMOTE ARCHIVIST
The Remote* Archivist is a recurring
publication from the Archive of de
Appel that can also be accessed
while the reader is physically distant,
or the archive is far away. The
distance, and at the same time the
fickle proximity of digital platforms
is now translated into the tangibility
of archivistic messages.
On one side of the paper, you will find
a record from de Appel Archive; be
it from years ago or just yesterday;
after all, how fast does an event turn
into an archival record? Referring
to the leaflets of documentation
that de Appel sent to its ‘followers’
in the 1970s, the Remote Archivist
commemorates the joy of receiving
printed matter in the mailbox. The
Remote Archivist will keep you
informed about what has taken place
and what is yet to become history.
On the opposite side of the paper,
archive visitors are given space to
cherish, celebrate and publish their
findings. De Appel Archive is kept
alive with a gentle touch, ample
attention, and remains ready to be
rediscovered, time and time again.
*absent, dreamy, far away, remote
control, distant
In this three-part series, “To See the
Inability to See” hunted for stories,
took custody of references and made
a series of events cohesive. In this last
episode, the stories are released back
into the archive. The archivist has a
new instrument; a functional compass
with a completely red needle.

Arefeh Riahi, Maartje Fliervoet and
Martín La Roche Contreras have
been regular visitors and thorough
researchers in the Archive since de
Appel moved to Broedplaats Lely.
In 2017, during a collaboration with
Martín La Roche Contreras and
Maartje Fliervoet (Manifold Books),
the term Remote Archivist came into
being due to the archivist’s lack of
time. Two years later, during Arefeh
Riahi’s archival project “Un/folding
Interventions”, the three makers met
and formed “To See the Inability to
See”. Together they delved deeper
into de Appel’s Archive, connecting in
their love for paper things – especially
for the “aliens”; the pieces that
don’t belong anywhere. Their own
collections, memories, records and
the meticulous determination leading
to those lucky finds, culminated in
Outdated Compass. Here, nonarchivable and non-categorisable
knowledge resonates in the now, but
just a bit too late and out of time!
This first series is made in
collaboration with Manifold Books,
Amsterdam. With thanks to AFK.
Artists: Arefeh Riahi, Maartje
Fliervoet and Martín La Roche
Contreras, Iman Issa
Archivist: Nell Donkers
Design: Bardhi Haliti
Print: Raddraaier SSP
Publisher: de Appel
For a subscription to the upcoming
series and information go to
www.deappel.nl
The Remote Archivist, 2021
Series 01 ○ Issue 3 of 3
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